Specifications for SapForge Studio
Introduction
SapForge Studio should be a tool that is able to help database administrators and database developers to maintain your objects (schemas, tables, indexes, domains, sequences, and so on).
 This tool is not focused in database maintenance: if it's your case, check DBMJUI (dbmjui.sourceforge.net).
This tool is licenced under terms of Gnu Public Licence, and you are free to distribute the code as you wish, except that you always show this licence (the GPL ones), the people that are receiving must accept all terms, and the copyright to the authors. The source code always must be included in same media you are distributing the binaries, even if you are planning to use only the binary copies.
This tools is completely written in Java, and should run in any Java Virtual Machine 1.4 or greather.
Authors
Are the authors of this tool the people (no companies) founders of the Sapforge Studio, and the copyright are theirs, and cannot be sell, rent, or any other form of transfer of rights. Are authors too, all the people that is contributing with the project, with aditions, bug fixing and so on.
Vocabulary
There is nothing here right now.
Coding conventions
To work with the source use the Java coding conventions. Futhermore will be avaliable in the site a Jalopy configuration file that does the formatting following conventions.
Modeling
Objects
Anything in a database should be considered a object. So, everything should descend a superclass DatabaseObject. There are two types of database objects: a PersistentDatabaseObject (as example: User Defined Domain, a User Table) and the TransientDatabaseObject (like the domain used to define a field). The PersistentDatabaseObjects should be able to track changes.
The SapDbBuilder is the object responsible to read the PersistentDatabaseObjects and generate scripts as asked by the user: is user wants a create script, a alter script or a drop script. When inspecting the PersistentDatabaseObject, the builder will check for structural changes, and build the script as necessary.
The name of any object will be an String. The builder class is responsible to check size and validness of the names (throught regular expressions, as sample).
A Dimension is a class that encapsulate an String the name of the dimension (size, digits, decimals and so on), the minimum value and the maximum value the the dimension.
A DataType is a class that defines a structure for a datatype in database point of view. It should has attributtes like:
	name: String
	dimensions: Dimensions[]
	nullable: { ALLOW_NULL, NOT_NULL, REQUIRES_NULL }
	unicode: { ALLOW_UNICODE, NOT_UNICODE, REQUIRES_UNICODE }
	readonly: boolean (reserved for future use)
	automatic: boolean (reserved for future use)
	sizeInBytes: int (readonly)
Samples of datatypes are Varchar(100) -> this data type has a name (varchar), one dimension (that can vary from 0 to 255), allow null, allow unicode, is not readonly, is not automatic, and the size is near 100 bytes.
The size atribute, implemented as getSizeInBytes, should call a script to calculate the size, or return the dimension, if a script is not avaliable.
The script runner should be BeanShell or other widely used in the community, like Jphyton, Jruby or others.
A DataTypeFactory is a class responsible to read the datatypes from XML archive. Is should have a constructor where we specify the database we want (SapDB, MaxDB or anything else) and should have a getAllDataTypes( ) method that will return a Collection of DataType objects.
Diagrams
Class diagram for object abstractions

To be continued...

